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Abstract: This paper continues earlier work by the same author concerning the stability and B-convergence of general 
linear methods for the numerical solution of nonlinear stiff initial-value problems in a Hilbert space. In a previous 
paper we have proved that BH-consistency (resp. BH*-consistency) together with BH-stability implies optimal 
B-convergence (resp. B-convergence). In this paper by means of BS- and BSI-stability properties the sufficient 
conditions for a method to be B-, B*-, BH-, or BH*-consistent, BH- or weakly BH-stable, B- or optimally 
B-convergent, respectively, are further established. 
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1. Introduction 
This is the last one of three papers ([20], [21] and this paper) presented by the same author to 
deal with the stability and B-convergence of general linear methods for the numerical solution of 
nonlinear stiff initial-value problems in a Hilbert space. In recent years there have been rapid 
developments in the study of B-convergence (cf. [6,7,10-16,18,19]). But so far, it is still restricted 
within the limits of one-step methods, mainly, of Runge-Kutta methods. The main goal of our 
papers is to extend the study to the general class of multivalue methods (i.e., general linear 
methods) and to initial-value problems in infinite dimensional spaces, and establish a new theory 
of B-convergence in this much wider field. 
The theory of algebraic stability for general linear methods originated with Burrage and 
Butcher (cf. [l-5]), who have introduced a series of important concepts, obtained a series of 
important results and established the algebraic stability criterion that algebraic stability implies 
monotonicity for the corresponding spurious norm. The theory, however, has some drawbacks. 
On the one hand, the algebraic stability for a certain matrix G was originally considered in paper 
[5] as a nonlinear analogue of the concept of A-stability, but unfortunately, the requirements 
given in [5] for the matrix G are so weak that not only it is impossible to prove that algebraic 
stability implies A-stability, but also we may claim that even some explicit methods are 
algebraically stable (cf. [20, Section 51). On the other hand, the restrictions on the matrix G were 
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strengthened in [3], (i.e., G must be positive definite) so that the just mentioned drawback can be 
overcome. However, it leads to another trouble that we have to claim that even some simple and 
commonly used, AH-stable (cf. [20, Section 41) and B-convergent methods, such as the trapezoidal 
method, are not algebraically stable. To overcome these drawbacks, in paper [20] a series of new 
stability concepts, such as AH-stability and weak algebraic stability, was introduced, by means 
of which we established the weak algebraic stability criterion that weak algebraic stability implies 
AH-stability. Note that AH-stability is a nonlinear analogue of the concept of A-stability, and it 
was proved in [20] that AH-stable methods are necessarily A-stable. It should be pointed out that 
using the theory of weak algebraic stability we can overcome all the drawbacks mentioned above. 
On the one hand, all weakly algebraically stable methods are necessarily AH-stable and A-stable. 
On the other hand, it can be seen from [20, Section 61 that the trapezoidal method and some 
other AH-stable methods are weakly algebraically stable though they are not algebraically stable 
in the sense of [3] and [4]. 
The theory of B-convergence originated with Frank et al. (cf. [12-16]), who have introduced a 
series of important concepts, obtained a series of important results and established the basic 
principle that B-consistency together with B-stability implies B-convergence. This principle, 
however, has the following drawbacks: (i) It applies only to Runge-Kutta methods, not to any 
other class of methods. (ii) Even for some simple and commonly used Runge-Kutta methods the 
principle may be not well practicable. For instance, it is not practicable for the trapezoidal 
method, since this method is not B-stable in spite of being optimally B-convergent of order 2; it 
is not well practicable for the implicit mid-point method either, since this method is B-consistent 
(in the sense of [16, case Dl]) of order at most 1 in spite of being optimally B-convergent of 
order 2. To overcome these drawbacks, in paper [21] we have introduced the new concepts of 
BH-, BH*-consistency and BH-stability for general linear methods, and established the new 
principle that BH-consistency (resp. BH *-consistency) together with BH-stability implies opti- 
mal B-convergence (resp. B-convergence). For the special case of Runge-Kutta methods it is 
easily seen that BH-stability is equivalent to B-stability, but that the BH-consistency condition is 
weaker than the B-consistency condition (see Definition 2.6 and the statements after it). 
Therefore, our new principle not only extends the old one mentioned above to the much wider 
class of general linear methods and to problems in infinite dimensional spaces, but also improves 
it in the sense that the weaker condition BH-consistency together with BH-stability also implies 
B-convergence. 
In the present paper, another new concept, we call it weak BH-stability, is introduced and the 
concepts of B-consistency, BS- and BSI-stability for Runge-Kutta methods presented by Frank 
et al. [12,15] are extended to general linear methods. By means of weak BH-stability we 
established another new principle that weak BH-stability together with B-consistency (resp. 
B*-consistency) implies optimal B-convergence (resp. B-convergence), which is obviously also an 
improvement and extension of the basic principle introduced by Frank et al. By means of BS- 
and BSI-stability, together with algebraic and weak algebraic stability, sufficient conditions for a 
general linear method to be B-, B*-, BH- or BH*-consistent, BH- or weakly BH-stable, B- or 
optimally B-convergent, respectively, are further established. 
It should be pointed out that in view of our new principles the drawbacks (i) and (ii) 
mentioned above are all overcome. For instance, we can prove that the trapezoidal method is 
weakly BH-stable and B-consistent of order 2, so it follows from the new principle presented in 
this paper that trapezoidal method is optimally B-convergent of order 2 (see Section 5). Further, 
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we can also prove that all A-stable k-step (k 2 1) one-leg methods of classical order p ( p = 1, 2) 
are BH-stable and BH-consistent of order p, so it follows from the new principle presented in 
paper [21] that these methods are optimally B-convergent of order p (see [21, Section 31). In 
particular, we see that the implicit mid-point method is BH-stable and BH-consistent of order 2, 
so it is optimally B-convergent of order 2. 
2. Basic notions 
Let X denote a real or complex Hilbert space with the inner product ( . , a) and the 
corresponding norm )I . (I, f : [0, b] X X + X be a given mapping. We consider the initial-value 
problem 
x’(t) =f(t, x(d), t fE [o, a> 
x(0)=x(), x,EX, (2-l) 
which is always assumed to have a unique solution x(t) on the interval [0, b], and satisfy a 
one-sided Lipschitz condition 
Re(u-u, f(t, u) -f(t, u)) <YMIIu-uI[~, u, VEX, TV [0, b]. (2.2) 
We also assume that x(t) is sufficiently differentiable and its derivatives used later are bounded 
by 
For solving problem (2.1) we consider the general linear method 
ylCn) = h i c;; f(t, + pLjh, y,‘“‘) + i: Cf/2Jy), i=l,2 ,-.-, s, 
j=l j=l 
Y,‘.‘=hicf: f(t,+pjh, ly”‘!+ &;yy), i=l,2 ,...,y, 
j=l j=l 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
6, = C PjY/‘“‘, n=l, 2 ,..., N. 
J=l 
Here h > 0 is the fixed stepsize, the coefficients c:f and ,!?, are real constants, KC”‘, JJ,“” and 5, 
are approximations to x( t, + pjh), H;( t, + vih) and x( t, + qh) respectively, where each H,( t, + 
Vih) denotes a piece of information about the true solution x(t), t, = t, + nh, pj, vi and n are 
some real constants, the real t, and the natural number N are appropriately chosen such that all 
the points t,, t, + pLih, t, + vjh and t, + qh belong to the interval [0, b]. 
For any given M x N real matrix A = [a,,] we can define a linear mapping [A] : XN + XM 
suchthatforanyU=(u,,u,,...,u,)EXNwitheachujEX 
[A] U= V= (Ui, I!$ )..., UM) E X”, 
with 
N 
vi = C aijuj, i=l, 2 ,..., 44. 
j=l 
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Throughout this paper we shall often make use of such linear mappings and for simplicity we 
shall always use the same letter “A” to denote the linear mapping [A] corresponding to the 
matrix A. 
Thus, the method (2.4) may be written in the more compact form 
Y(“) = hC,, F( t,, Y@)) + C12y-), 
y’“’ = hC,, F( t,, Y(“)) + c&y(“-‘), 
5, = by’“‘, n = 1, 2,. . . , N, 
(2.5) 
with the following notational conventions: 
y(n) = ( yp, yp 
,.“, I$“‘) E x”, y’“’ = ( yl’“‘, y2(n) ,...,y,‘“‘) EX’, 
J’(L, Y’n’)=(f(~,+& Y:“))J-(L+~A Y,‘“‘),...,f(~,+~,h, rs’“‘))-S, 
(2.6) 
and CrJ, 1, J = 1, 2, /3 are linear mappings corresponding to the matrices C,, = [c:;] and 
P = ]P*, I&>.. . > &I, respectively. Further, any calculating step (t - h, j) + (t, Y, y, 5) can be 
written as 
Y = hC,, F(t, Y) + C,,j, 
y = hC,, f’(f, Y) + CaY, (2.7) 
E=PYy 
where 
Y= (Y,, Y* )...) r,) EXS, Y’(Y1, %,...,j+X’, y=(y,, Y,,...,YJEX’> 
5EX, J+, Y)=(f(t+pA y,)> f(t+pA Y,),...,f(~+/+, Y,))-‘- 
Let 
H(t)=(H,(t+v,h), H,(t+v,h),...,H,(t+v,h))~X’. (24 
Then a fictitious calculating step (t - h, H(t - h)) -j (t, Y, y, 5) can be written as (2.7) with j 
replaced by H(t - h). 
If A and B are A4 x N real matrices, then A > 0 means that all elements of A are 
nonnegative, and A > B means that A - B > 0. 
The inner product and norm on Xv, N 2 1, are defined by 
(u, v) = f (Uj, Ui), ])UJJ =(U, U)1’2= : ])Ui))2 
i i 
i/2 
3 (2.9) 
i=l i=l 
where U= (pi, u2,. . . , uN) E XN, V= (~1, ~2,. . . , UN) E XN, Ui, Ui E X, i = 1, 2,. . . , N. 
The norm of a linear mapping A : XN -+ XM corresponding to an M X N real matrix A is 
defined by 
](A]( =sup{ IlAUll: UEXN, IlUll = I}, (2.10) 
and it is easily seen that ]Jmapping A ]I = ]I matrix A I] 0. Here ]I A ]I 0 denotes the spectral norm 
of the matrix A. 
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As mentioned in Section 1 the concepts of B-convergence, B-consistency, BS- and BSI-stability 
for Runge-Kutta methods originated with Frank et al. [12,15]. We now extend these concepts to 
general linear methods. 
Definition 2.1. The method (2.5) (producing the sequences { 6,) and { y(“)} with y(O) = H( 1,)) is 
said to be optimally B-convergent of order p if the global error satisfies a bound 
II<,-x(t,+$z)lI GC(~,,)V O<h<ho, (2.11) 
where the function C(t) depends only on the one-sided Lipschitz constant m, some of the 
bounds M, and the method; the maximum stepsize ho depends only on m and the method. 
Furthermore, the method (2.5) is said to be B-conuergent of order p if C(t) and ho are allowed 
to depend, additionally to the quantities mentioned above, on bounds ~~~ for certain derivatives 
of the right-hand side f(t, x) (but not on K~,~): 
(2.12) 
Note that this definition has also been given in [21], and that the term “optimal B-conver- 
gence” follows from some previous papers (for instance, [18] and [7]). 
Since an m-stage Runge-Kutta method 
c A 
t bT 
may be written in the form (2.5) with 
r= 1, s=m, C,, =A, C,,=(l,l,..., QTEIW’, C,, = bT, c&=/3=1, 
y’“’ = E, E x, y(n)= yp, y$4 ( >..*, ys'"') E X", H(t) =x(t), 
q=v,=o, pi=c;- 1 (wh ere ci is the ith element of c, i = 1, 2 ,..., s), 
it is easy to see that for the special case of Runge-Kutta methods here the concepts of optimal 
B-convergence and B-convergence are the same as the concepts of B-convergence of case Dl and 
case D2 presented in [16], respectively. 
Definition 2.2. The method (2.5) is said to be B-consistent of order p if for any given problem 
(2.1) and any fictitious calculating step (t - h, H( t - h)) + (t, Y, y, 0, we have 
)I y - H(t) II < @P+‘, II x(t + vh) - P H(t) II G d;hP, O<h& (2.13) 
where each &, i = 1,2, depends only on the method and some of the bounds Mi, fi > 0 depends 
only on the one-sided Lipschitz constant m and the method. 
Furthermore, the method (2.5) is said to be B*-consistent of order p if the quantities /$ and dj, 
i = 1, 2, are allowed to depend also on some bounds K;,, but not on K~,,. 
Note that for the special case of Runge-Kutta methods here the concepts of B- and 
B*-consistency are agreed with the concepts of B-consistency of case Dl and case D2 presented 
in [ 161, respectively. 
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Definition 2.3. The method (2.5) is said to be BS-steble, if there exist a 4 > 0 and a nonnegative 
bounded function 6 : ( - co, ij] + R, where $ and $ depend only on the method, such that for 
any given problem (2.1), any calculating step (t - h, 7) -+ (t, Y, y, [) and any P E X”, j E X’, 
we have 
II~-YII ~~(h~)(ll4l+II~lI)~ hmGq^, (2.14) 
where 
A = ?- hC,, F(t, P) - C&y, 6 =p - hC,, F(t, f) - C,,j. (2.15) 
Definition 2.4. The method (2.5) is said to be BSI-stable, if there exist a 4” > 0 and a nonnegative 
bounded function (p : ( - 00, q] -+ !R, where q and 6 depend only on the method, such that for 
any given problem (2.1) and any Y, 2 E x”, t E [-h minipi, b - h maxipi], we have 
IIY-ZII <6(hm)IIAlI, hm<q, (2.16) 
where 
A= Y-Z-hC,,[F(t, Y)-F(t, Z)]. (2.17) 
It is easy to see that for the special case of Runge-Kutta methods here the concepts of BS- 
and BSI-stability are equivalent to those presented in [15]. 
Following [21] we now give the following two definitions. 
Definition 2.5. The method (2.5) is said to be BH-stable (or BH( a, y, G)-stable), if there exist an 
(Y > 0, a nonnegative bounded function y : (0, a] -+ [w, and a real symmetric, nonnegative definite 
r X r matrix G, where (Y, y and G depend only on the method, such that for any given problem 
(2.1) and any two parallel calculating steps (t - h, J) + (t, Y, y, 6) and (t - h, Z) -+ (t, Z, z, {) 
we have 
\]y-z]].<(l+hm y(hm))1’21]J-~/],;, O<hm<a, 
where (I . I( G denotes a spurious norm on X’ defined by 
(I u )I G = (U, &J)“* = ( 6 sij(Uj, Ui)j1’2> u= (Ur, ‘*>*‘.3 U, 
i,j=l 
where each ui E X and 6 = [&,I := G + p’p. 
(2.18) 
.) E X’, (2.19) 
Note that here the calculating step (t - h, j) -+ (t, Y, y, 5) is given by (2.7), and (t - h, Z) --, 
( t, Z, z, {) would be similarly given as follows: 
Z = hC,, F(t, Z) + C&Z, 
z = hC,, F(t, Z) + C,,Z, (2.20) 
l=Pz, 
where 
z= (z,, z, )...) z,) EXS, z= (z,, 2*,..., z,) E X’, 
z=(z,, z* )...) ZJEX’, 5 E x. 
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It is easy to verify that for the special case of Runge-Kutta methods BH-stability is equivalent 
to B-stability (refined by suitable assumptions) presented in [16]. 
Definition 2.6. The method (2.5) is said to be BH-consistent (resp. BH *-consistent) of order p if 
for any given problem (2.1) and stepsize h E (0, h”] there exists an abstract function Hh: 
Hh(t) = (H;(t), H;(t) ,..., H;(t)) EX’, (2.21) 
such that 
(i) I(Hh(tO) - H(t,) (( < &‘C (2.22) 
(ii) for any fictitious calculating step (t - h, Hh( t - h)) + (t, Y, y, 5) we have 
II y - Hh(t) II < d;hP+‘, 11 x( t + qh) - /3Hh( t) II < &hP. (2.23) 
Here each Ji, i = O,, 1, 2, and i are, assumed to depend at most on those quantities which are 
allowed to affect di, i = 1, 2, and h for B-consistency (resp. for B*-consistency) in Definition 
2.2, respectively. 
It should be pointed out that BH- and BH*-consistency are weaker conditions than B- and 
B_*-consis_tency, re_spec$vely. In_ fat:, since (2.13) implies (2.22) and (2.23) with Hh( t) = H(t), 
d, = 1, d, = d,, d, = d, and h = h, B-consistency (resp. B*-consistency) of order p implies 
BH-consistency (resp. BH *-consistency) of order p. The converse of it, however, is not in general 
true. For instance, the implicit mid-point method is BH-consistent of order 2 (cf. [21]), but 
B-consistent (in the sense of the present paper) of order at most 1. 
To obtain still sharper results we now further suppose the method (2.5) satisfies the following 
additional requirements: 
(i) y$ji=hf(t,+vih, y,‘“‘), i=l,2,...,1; (2.24a) 
(ii) the result y of any calculating step (t - h, J) + (t, Y, y, 5) satisfies 
yl+i=hf(t+vjh, y,), i=1,2 ,..., I, (2.24b) 
provided J satisfies 
j,+i=hf(t-h+vih, j,), i=1,2 ,..., I; (2.24~) 
(iii) for all tE[-h minivi, b - h maxiv,] we have 
H,+i(t+v,+ih)=hf(t+vih, Hi(t+vih)), i=l,2,...,/. (2.24d) 
Here 1 is a fixed nonnegative integer not greater than ir. In particular, I = 0 means that there are 
no additional requirements for the method. 
Definition 2.7. The method (2.5), (2.24) (or strictly, the method (2.5) satisfying the condition 
(2.24)) is said to be weakly BH-stable (or weakly BH( (Y, y, G)-stable), if there exist an CY > 0, a 
nonnegative bounded function y : (0, CX] -+ Iw and a real symmetric, nonnegative definite r x r 
matrix G, where (Y, y and G depend only on the method, such that for any given problem (2.1) 
and any two parallel calculating steps (t - h, J) + (t, Y, y, 5) given by (2.7) and (t - h, 5) --, 
(t, Z, z, [) given by (2.20) with j and Z satisfying (2.24c), the inequality (2.18) holds for 
O<hm<cu. 
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Note that BH-stability implies weak BH-stability obviously. 
To establish sufficient conditions for BH- and weak BH-stability we have to use the concepts 
of algebraic and weak algebraic stability introduced in [20]. 
Definition 2.8. Let G denote a real symmetric, positive dgfinite r x r matrix, D a nonnegative 
diagonal s X s matrix. Furthermore, if I > 0, b and D denote nonnegative diagonal 1 X 1 
matrices. The method (29, (2.24) is said to be weakly algebraically stable for the sequence of 
matrices G, D, q(d), \c, (D), if the corresponding matrix 
is nonnegative definite, where G” and $( 3) are r x Y matrices given by 
0 b 0 
$(A)= jj 0 0 ifl>O, I I #(Z)=O if l=O, 0 0 0 
and 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
6=G-#(a). (2.27) 
As an impoztant special case, a weakly algebraically stable metiod for the matrices G, D, 
IE/(fi) and It/(D) is called algebraically stable for G, D if #( fi) = q(D) = 0. 
Note that here the concept of algebraic stability is the same as that introduced in [3], except 
that in [3] the matrix D is required to be positive. 
3. Sufficient conditions for stability 
Theorem 3.1. The method (2.5), (2.24) is weakly BH-stabie if it is both BSI-stable and weakly 
algebraically stable for some matrices G, D, q(D) and q!~( D) satisfying 
G(E) >$@). (3.1) 
Furthermore, if here $( 6) = #(b) = 0, then this method is BH-stable. 
Proof. Suppose the method is applied to the problem (2.1). For any two parallel calculating steps 
(t - h, j) + (t, Y, y, [) given by (2.7) and (t - h, Z) -+ (t, Z, z, {) given by (2.20) with J and Z 
satisfying (2.24c), we define 
W= Y-Z, w=y-z, ;=y-z, Q = h[F(t, Y> - F(t, Z>], (3.2) 
and furthermore, if I> 0, define additionally 
w*=y*--z*, y*=(y1, Y,,...,Y,)EX’9 z*=(z,, z,,...,4EX/, 
w, = j* - z*, j* = (Y,, J*,..., y,) E x’, t* = (21, z2 )...) .q E x’. 
(3.3) 
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From (2.7) and (2.20) 
IV= C,,Q + C,,W, w = C,,Q + C&W. (3.4 
With weak algebraic stability, the matrix 
M= G-C2%,+0) 
i 
C;D - C,‘,&,, 
DC,, - C$C,, C;D + DC,, - C,?;G”C,, I 
is nonnegative definite and therefore together with (3.4) 
(w, 6~) - (W, 6-G) -(W, $(b)W) - 2 Re(W, DQ) = -((W, Q), M(i7, Q)) ~0. 
(34 
Using (3.1), (3.2) (3.3), (3.5), (2.2) and (2.24) we obtain further 
(w, Gw) <(W, GiT) + (w, #(a),> + (W, (q(b) -G(d))%) +2 Re(W, DQ) 
(W, GZ) + 2hm(W, DW) for I= 0, 
G (W, GiZ) +2hm (IV, DW) +(w*, 
( 
( 
bw,) + (ic,, (5 -b),,>) (3.6) 
for l> 0. 
In view of BSI-stability of the method, there exist a 4” > 0 and a nonnegative bounded function 
4: (- co, 41 -+ R, where 4” and 6 depend only on the method and satisfy the requirements of 
Definition 2.4. Therefore, we have 
III+‘11 d~~)IW-G,Qll ~6(~~)IIG,II IlWll forhm~q”. (3 J) 
Let h denote the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix G, and let 
&(q +I)G-p’8. 
It is easily seen that here G’ is also a rsal symmetric, positive definite Y X Y matrix. Under the 
restriction that 0 < (Y < 4 and X - 2a 11 D II > 0 for I > 0, the inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) lead to 
(w, Gw) <(l+hm y(hm))(K, GE) forO<hm<a, 
and therefore 
II w II c 4 (1 + hm y(hm))“* II W II c 
Here 
II G2 II 2 ‘2’;m) 
IIC12j12~2(hm)+ 
forO<hm<a. (3.8) 
for f=O, 
This shows that the method is weakly ~H((Y, y, @-stable. 
Furthermore, if above #(b) =4(D) = 0, then (W, (q(E) - $(j))W) and (w, $(i)w) 
vanish, and therefore we can deduce the inequality (3.8) without the assumption that j and Z 
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satisfy (2.24~). This shows that the method is BH-stable, which completes the proof of Theorem 
3.1. 0 
From Theorem 3.1 and Definition 2.8 we obtain the next corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. The method (2.5), (2.24) is BH-stable if it is both BSI-stable and algebraically stable. 
Theorem 3.3. The method (2.5) is BS-stable and BSI-stable if there exists a positive definite 
diagonal matrix B such that the matrix 
E = BC,, + C,T,B (3 -9) 
is positive definite. 
Proof. We first note that since the matrices E and B are positive definite, the matrix C,, is 
obviously nonsingular and there exists a 4” > 0 depending only on the method such that for 16 4” 
the matrix 
E, = CGTEC,’ - 21B (3.10) 
is also positive definite. For any Y, 2 E X”, t E [-h minipi, b - h maxipi], we define 
W=Y-2, Q=h[Fk Y>-Jk z>], A = W- C,,Q. (3.11) 
Using (2.2), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) we have for hm 6 16 4” 
0 G (W, 21BW) + 2 Re( Q, -SW) = -(W, E,W) + 2 Re( W, BCfi’A) 
G -~,IWl12+ 112BC,‘II IlJ+‘lI llAll> 
where X, is the minimum eigenvalue of E,. Therefore it follows that 
]]Y-ZI] <6(hm)IIAI( forhm<q”, 
where 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
This shows that the method is BSI-stable. 
For any calculating step (t - h, J) + (t, Y, y, 5) given by (2.7) and any YE X”, 9 E X’, we 
define 
i = ?- hCll F(t, P) - C,,?, s^=_$ - hC,, F(t, 8) - C227, 
o=h[F(t, P)-F(t, Y)]. 
In view of BST-stability just proved, we have for hm G 4” 
IIf- YII <&(hm)II~lI, 
and therefore together with (3.14) and (2.7) 
I]$-yJ( =IIc,,~+s^II=/Jc,,c,‘(P- Y-A)+dll 
G (1 C2G’ II( II f - y II + II d II 1 + II s^ II
<i(hm>( ll~ll+ll~ll), hm<q 
(3.14) 
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where 
G(hm) = max( (IWG’ll(Wrm) + $1). 
This shows that the method is B&table, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
4. Sufficient conditions for consistency and convergence 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the method (2.5) is BS-stable, and for any given problem (2.1) and 
stepsize h E (0, h] there exist abstract functions Yh( t) and Hh( t): 
Y”(t) = (Y:(t), Y;(t) )...) r,“(t)) EXS, 
Hh(t) = (H:(t), H;(t) )...) H,“(t)) E X’, 
(4.1) 
such that 
IIHh(t,) - H(t,) 11 6 d,hP, II A”(t) II < d;hp+l, 
11 6h( t) II < d#‘+l, II ah(t) II < d;hP, 
(4.4 
where di, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and h depend only on those quantities indicated for &, i = 0, 1, 2, and h of 
BH-consistency (resp. BH*-consistency) in Definition 2.6, Ah(t), ah(t) and ah(t) are defined by 
Y”(t) = hC,, F(t, Y”(t)) + C,, Hh(t - h) +A”(t), 
Hh(t) = hC,, F(t, Y”(t)) + C,, Hh(t - h) + s”(t), (4.3) 
x(t + qh) = PHh(t) + ah(t). 
Then this method is BH-consistent (resp. BH*-consistent) of orderp. 
Furthermore, if above Hh(t) = H(t), then this method is B-consistent (resp. B*-consistent) of 
order p . 
Proof. For any given problem (2.1) and stepsize h E (0, h] we consider a fictitious calculating 
step (t - h, Hh(t - h)) + (t, Y, y, 5): 
Y= hC,, F(t, Y) + C,, Hh(t - h), 
y=hC,, F(t, Y) + C,, Hh(t-h), (4.4) 
6=Pv. 
Since the method is BS-stable, there exist a 4 > 0 and a nonnegative bounded function 
C$ : ( - co, Q] + IR, which depend only on the method and satisfy the requirements of Definition 
2.3. Therefore, it follows from (4.2)-(4.4) that 
II Y - HhW II =G ah4 Pw> II + II ah(t) II> 
where 
sup i(l) hr+‘, O<h<h”, 
I -CO<l<G 
(4.5) 
A 
h”= min 4 h’ 1 I m’ for m>O, (4.6) 
i; for m,(O. 
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Equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5) lead to (2.22) and (2.23) with d”, = dv,, d; = (d; + 
d;)sup _ co < ,< ,& I) and gz = d;. This shows that the method is BH-consistent (resp. BH*-con- 
sistent) of order p (cf. Definition 2.6). Furthermore, if here Hh( t) = H(t), then (2.23) leads to 
(2.13). This shows that the method is B-consistent (resp. B*-consistent) of order p, which 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
In paper [21] we have obtained the result of the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. The method (2.5) is optimally B-convergent (resp. B-convergent) of order p if it is 
both BH-consistent (resp. BH *-consistent) of order p and BH-stable. 
Now we can easily make use of weak BH-stability, instead of BH-stability, to establish the 
similar result in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. The method (2.5), (2.24) is optimally B-convergent (resp. B-convergent) of order p if 
it is both B-consistent (resp. B *-consistent) of order p and weakly BH-stable. 
Proof. Let {Y(“)}, { y’“‘} and {E,} denote the sequences produced by the method (2.5) (2.24) 
applied to the problem (2.1). Then each y(“-l) satisfies the condition (2.24~) with t - h and jj 
replaced by t,_ 1 and y ‘“- ‘), respectively, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. Since the method is B-consistent (resp. 
B*-consistent) of order p, for fictitious calculating steps ( tn_l, H( t,_l)) + (t,, Fen), y”‘“‘, &) 
we have 
I)J(“) - H(t,) (1 < d^,hP+‘, II X(tn + qh) - PH(t,) II G &h*> 
O<h<h^, n=l,2 ,..., N, 
(4.7) 
where d), i = 1, 2, and t$ depend only on those quantities indicated for B-consistency (resp. 
B*-consistency) in Definition 2.2. Note that each H( t,_ ,) satisfies the condition (2.24d), i.e., the 
condition (2.24~) with t - h and JJ replaced by t,_, and H( tn_l), respectively, n = 1, 2,. . . , N. 
In view of weak BH-stability of the method we have 
(1 jj(“) - y’“’ )( G < (1 + hm y( hm))“*~[ H( t,-,) - y’“-‘)I(,, 
(4.8) 
O<hm<e, n=l,2 ,..., N, 
with the notational conventions of Definition 2.7. Let 
min 
h, = 
( 
1 i 
E, fi 
m 
for m>O, 
(4.9) 
i; for m<O, 
w(m, t)= 
i 
exp(+cm(t - t,)) for m > 0, 
1 for m<O, 
(4.10) 
where 
c= sup y(1). 
O<l<cl 
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For the case m > 0, combining (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10) yields 
IIH@,) -Y’“‘)I&IIHk) -j+$+ ii~(n)-#n)iiG 
< d; 11 G + ,8’p 111/2hp+1 + exp(+cmh)l)H(f,_,) -I;(~-*)II~, 
O<h<h,, 
and therefore by simple induction 
n-l 
pqt,) -y’“‘ll, < &zp+l llG+pTp11”‘2 C exp(+icmh) +w(m, t,)Jl~(t,) -Y’O’)I,. 
i=o 
Hence, 
//NQ -Y’“‘jlc < w(m7 1, 
O<h<h,. 
~IIG+~T~ll”2(d;~~,,-~o~~P+~~~~~o~-~~o~~~). c411J 
For the case m < 0, we can replace m by any Zr E (0, a/h,] since any initial-value problem with 
m < 0 is also a member of the class of problems with PI = fi E (0, a/h,]. Thus, (4.11) with m 
replaced by fi holds. Let fi + +O. Then o( Si, t,) + w(m, t,,), and therefore (4.11) with m < 0 
holds in the same manner. 
On the other hand, it is easily seen that 
I(H(t,) -Y(n)ljc = (H(t,) -Y (n), (G + ,f3’p)( H( t,) - ~(@))l’~ 
2 (f-w,) -Y’“‘, P’P(W,) -Y(n)))1’2 =(jP(fm -Y’“‘) I( 
2 11 Py’“’ - dt, + vh) 11 - II xk + rlh) - Pffk,) II 
>, II~n-x(t,+77h)II-_$2hP, O<h<h,. (4.12) 
Combining (4.11) with (4.12) yields 
II 5, - x(t, + vh) II < c,(t,,)jlH(to) -yco’II + C(t,P’, 0 < h < ho, (4.13) 
where 
Co(t)=+, t)IIG+BTBll”2, c(t)=d;(t-to) C,(t)+d”,. (4.14) 
When y (‘) = H( to) (4.13) leads to (2.11) with C(t) and ho satisfying the requirements of optimal 
B-convergence (resb. B-convergence), which completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 
Remark 4.4. In this paper the implicit assumption is made that the system of equations 
associated with each calculating step can be solved uniquely. As to this we refer to [22], if the 
space X is of finite dimension, refer also to [8-10,16,17]. 
5. Examples 
We conclude this paper with the following examples of methods which satisfy the conditions 
of Theorems 4.2 or 4.3. 
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Example 5.1. Consider the B-method 
y,=y,-1+h[U(t,, Y,)+(l-M&-1, J&J], 5@%1, (5.1) 
which can be written in the form (2.5), (2.24) with 
r=2, s=l, 1=1, /_Li = Vi = V2 = 1) = 0 
I 
c,, = 8, c,,= [L 1 -fiI, G, = ; 3 [ 1 c’,, =yl;‘8ii”; “I, “;;: o]) (5.2) 
provided 
y(n) = y n, P’= (xl, W-k, xl>). (5 *3) 
Note that x(t) always denotes the true solution of problem (2.1). 
The method has been proved in [20] to be weakly algebraically stable for the matrices 
GE1 O 
[ I 0 e2’ D=8,, d=l-0, b=o. 
Note that C,, = 8 > 0, D 2 D = 0 and G is positive definite. Thus, it is seen from Theorems 3.1 
and 3.3 that the method is BS-, BSI- and weakly BH-stable. Let Yh(t) = x(t), Hh( t) = H(t). 
Equations (4.3) give 
A”(t) =8:(t) = (; - e)h2x”(t) + :h”jDI(l -r)(28-r- l)x”‘(l- rh) dr, 
s,“(t) = ah(t) = 0. 
Therefore, it follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 that the method is optimally B-convergent of 
order 2 if 0 = i, of order 1 if 4 < 0 < 1. Note that these results have also been obtained by 
Kraaijevanger [18]. 
Example 5.2. The general linear method 
y,‘“‘=hf(t, - +h) yp> + +yp+ +yp, 
yf"'=hf(t,- g, y;q+yl("-l), yp+p-l), Y, =yp, 
with 
r=2, s= 1, ?I=zJi=o, u2= -1, Pl= -f, 
H(t) = (x(t), x(t - h)), 
Cl, = 1, c12= [:, $1, c,, = ; 7 
[ 1 c22= ; “0 , P= [LO], ’ ’ [ 1 
is obviously BS-, BSI-stable and algebraically stable with 
G=[ _; -;I, D=2. 
For any given problem (2.1) and stepsize h E (0, $b), we let 
Y”(t) =x(t- +h), Hh(t) = (x(t) - ;h2 x”(t), X(t - h) - ;h2x”(t)). (5 *6) 
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Then (5.5), (5.6) and (4.3) lead to the inequalities (4.2) with p = 2 and d:., i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
depending only on the method and some of the bounds Mi. Thus, it follows from Corollary 3.2 
and Theorem 4.1 that the method is BH-stable and BH-consistent of order 2, and therefore in 
view of Theorem 4.2 this method is optimally B-convergent of order 2. Note that the result has 
also been obtained along other lines in [21] since this method is equivalent to a one-leg method. 
Example 5.3. The algebraically stable 2-stage DIRKs 
a + 
c 
$ + + (5.7) 
: : 
is obviously BS- and BSI-stable. Since the stage order is 1, we can only conclude from Theorem 
4.1 that the method is B-consistent of order 1. However, if we let 
Y”(t) = (x(t- $z), x(t- ih)), P(t) =x(t) - $z2X”($ (5.8) 
then it is easily seen by simple calculations that the inequalities (4.2) hold with p = 2 and ij 
depending only on the method and some of the bounds Mi, and therefore in view of Theorems 
4.1, 4.2 and Corollary 3.2 the method is BH-consistent of order 2 and optimally B-convergent of 
order 2. Note that this result has also been obtained by Burrage and Hundsdorfer [7], and 
Kraaijevanger [18] (since the method is equivalent to the implicit mid-point rule with the stepsize 
+h). 
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